Abstract-At present, multiple rendezvous applications, which use only single-transceiver radios to communicate on multiple channels, are widely used in multi-hop ad hoc networks. However, with increasing demands for communication, it is difficult for nodes to obtain an efficiently wireless channel allocation. The root cause is that some matched transceiver-pairs of nodes must exist that cannot correspond with each other; nevertheless, several channels are available in the network in any previous multiple rendezvous approaches. In this paper, a novel distributed algorithm called MCCE is presented to assign snooping channels for nodes by utilising only the status of neighbours within a 2-hop range of the node. Compared with previous 'similar fair' approaches, MCCE can improve the performances of MAC protocols in two conditions. If there is no idle-channel in a node's 2-hop range, then MCCE will direct a best snooping-channel to decrease the potential of channel contention. If there are mass idlechannels in a node's 2-hop range, then MCCE will direct a snooping-channel to improve the throughput, similar to non-collision channel assignment approaches, which are NPcomplete.
I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless ad hoc networks, parallel transmission on distinct channels is an efficient method to increase throughput and reduce data delays. Without extra hardware and time synchronisation mechanisms, Multiple Rendezvous Protocols are more flexible than other MAC protocols [1] . In [2] - [8] , Multiple Rendezvous methods were presented in terms of two aspects: channel assignment and access control. In contrast to other types of multiple MAC protocols [9] [10] [11] , Multiple Rendezvous protocols match different transceiver-pairs in parallel on different channels. However, using Multiple Rendezvous Protocols, nodes cannot collect all channel states (busy or idle) within their 1-hop range in a-frame time. In other words, it is difficult for nodes to obtain and exchange channel state lists among their neighbours in time. Due to hidden/exposed terminal problems, any previous Multiple Rendezvous approaches can cause some matched transceiver-pairs to be unable to obtain idle-channel, as " Fig. 1 type 1-4" shows. In this paper, whenever a matched transceiver-pair cannot obtain the idle-channel, a channel contention has occurred.
In Fig. 1 , points A, B, C and D are two transceiverpairs of nodes in an ad hoc network. The dashed circle and hatched circle are the communication range of a node and a signal, respectively. The arrow symbolises a transmission from the sender (tail) to the receiver (head).
For instance, in " Fig. 1 type 1", while D (sender) is transmitting packets to C (receiver), if A and B are idle, the once A attempts to transmit to B on the same channel as C, some packet-collision will occur. Then, A is called an invalidated node. In the same way, all nodes of A in " Fig. 1 type 2-4" are called invalidated nodes.
Up to now, there have been two categories of acknowledged approaches to prevent or decrease these contentions. One method is to assign distinct channels for the nodes within a 2-hop range. Bertossi and Bonucelli [12] showed that the approaches in this category are NPcomplete for any Multiple-Channel MAC Protocol. Other methods assign channels to packets by some 'similar fair' strategy, such as i) the collision possibility is approximated as zero if sufficient channels are equipped in the ad hoc network as SNDR [2] and MAXM [3] , ii) the probabilities that any idle device snoops on any channel are equivalent to SSCH [5] and BTMC [6] , and iii) the probabilities that data packets hold any channel are equivalent to MCMAC [7] .
From the analysis of the simulation results of the MAC protocols above, we found some noteworthy properties: 1) packet-collision possibilities increase with the increase in the outgoing sequence and 2) in the degree of connectivity; and 3) once a node tunes its snoopingchannel, its neighbours have different contention probabilities.
Thus, MCCE is presented to reduce the influences of channel contentions. In this way, without changing the access controls of MAC protocols, the performance of ad hoc networks can be closer to that of non-collision approaches (ideal status).
In Section 2, a channel (contention) model is designed to estimate NIDV (the upper bound of the average invalidated node number). According to the estimation equations of the node status, we draw a primary conclusion: once a node varies its snooping-channel, the change of NIDV is related to only the status of the node's neighbours within a 2-hop range.
In Section 3, two equations are constructed based on Lemma 1, by which a specific solution of applying MCCE to previous protocols is presented.
In Section 4, the simulation results of MCCE on SSCH and MAXM protocols are shown.
II CONTENTION ESTIMATION
For different MAC protocols, there are many factors that influence packet-collision possibilities. Five models are used to analyse channel contentions that occur in ad hoc networks. Based on these models, a mathematical model is presented to calculate the NIDV of Multiple Rendezvous Protocols within a range of 2 hops from a node.
1) The Network Model describes the network structure and connection mode.
2) The Channel Mode defines the wireless resources and the interference mode of packets in an ad hoc network.
3) The Service Model defines the operation modes of data packets and streams in the network.
4) The Access Control Model defines the processes of executing MAC protocols.
5) The Contention Mode defines contention conditions, such as packet collisions and channel contentions.
A. Previous Multiple Rendezvous MAC Protocols
At present, many Multiple Rendezvous MAC protocols, such as BTMC, McMAC, SSCH, SNDR and MAXM, are widely used. However, as shown in Fig. 1 , these protocols suffer from either channel contention or packet collision. We analyse these protocols below.
1) BTMC utilises hash functions only with the MAC addresses of nodes to allocate channels for nodes. Thus, BTMC has the following properties: i) If any idle node attempts to transmit, it must wait until channel hi is idle (the subscript i denotes the smallest channel number of the hash table). ii) Once a node finds its receiving-packet unreached, it tunes to the next channel (the next item) in the hash table and waits until the channel is idle. iii) If a transceiver-pair cannot communicate with each other, the sender tunes to the next one in the receiver's hash table. This procedure is repeated until the sender meets its destination on the same channel.
All channels in the hash table are independent of the MAC addresses of the transceivers. The probabilities of nodes holding the same channel are equal. Thus, in BTMC, once some channel contention occurs, as Fig. 1 type 1 or type 3 show, even if the sender continues its attempts to transmit to the receiver, they cannot connect with each other. Thus, wireless resources are wasted.
As Fig. 1 type 3 shows, while C is transmitting to D, if B and D hold the same snooping-channel H, whenever A attempts to transmit to B, A must repeat the matching progress with the hash table until it meets B on H. Meanwhile, for A, H is always busy, but for B, H is still idle. Thus, as B waits on H, this channel resource is wasted by retrying the channel.
2) McMAC uses a random number generator to produce the time-transfer snooping-channel sequence. With McMAC, nodes are randomly selected as snooping channels; thus, the probabilities of packets occupying any channel are equal. Once contentions occur as shown in Fig. 1 , matched transceiver-pairs might not hold any idle channel. Thus, resources are wasted.
3) SSCH uses a hopping scheme defined by (channel, seed) pairs to assign channels. In this protocol, each idle node is waiting on the channel h i scheduled by slots. Each node may update the channel hopping scheme by adapting to the traffic overload. Once the hopping scheme is changed, each node should transmit a new seed to its neighbours.
Similar to McMAC, in this protocol, each channel in the channel hopping sequence of a node is randomly selected, and the probabilities of nodes snooping on any channel are also equal. Thus, contentions occur as shown in Fig. 1 , and some available channels are wasted.
4) SNDR and MAXM assume that every node snoops on a pre-assigned exclusively free-channel in the 2-hop range of the node and declare the "Idle Tone" as the signal when the channel is idle. Then, the "Double waiting time" or "Maximal matching algorithm" is used to avoid the "dead lock" problem and to create more matching transceiver-pairs. In practice, as Fig. 1 shows, neither SNDR nor MAXM can resolve channel connection problems among the transceivers.
B. Hypothesis Model
To evaluate the impact of channel contentions, we tested the following five strategies.
Assumption 1: A wireless ad hoc network is modelled as an undirected graph G = {V, E}. Let V be a set of points and E be a set of edges. Each point of G is a node in an ad hoc network. The edge between points u and v means node u can communicate with node v. Every node has a variable group of self-statuses, such as average packet sending-rate, average sequence length, snoopingchannel and so on. We also assume that any node can directly connect with one of its 1-hop neighbours and obtain its states. All sets of node states compose the The number of elements in set K.
CH(i)
The listening-channel set of node i.
The event that node i tunes its listening-channel to channel C m .
P{A}
The probability that event A is true on the condition of a random-check running from time t to +∞.
P{A|B}
The condition probability of event A, if event B is true.
The event that node i receives data packages on channel C m . 
The event that node i receives data packages.
The event that node i sends data packages on channel C m .
Condition( q,i)
The event of different types of channel contentions and the value of q is from 1 to 4, as shown in Figures 1-4 . If node i is the invalidated node in an n-type channel contention, then Condition (q,i) is true.
The average number of invalidated nodes, if the state set holds as G t. from t to +∞.
One upper bound of
Value of NIDV, which is the purpose of deduction.
system State-Set, and no two nodes vary their status at the same time. Assumption 2: A node can hold only one channel in slot t. Let Ci be i th -channel of Ch(C1，C2，…Cn) and every channel data-transfer-speed constant be H. The model has the following properties.
1) For any two nodes of Vj and Vk, if they are not on the same channel, then they will not interfere with each other.
2) If there is no edge between Vj and Vk in set E, then in any case, the reception of Vk will never be interfered by the transmission of Vj.
Assumption 3: In graph G, the probabilities that any node i transmits data packets to its neighbours are equal. The probabilities of any packet from node i to its neighbours obey a Poisson distribution, where λ(i) describes the average sent-rate of packets and the packetsizes obey an exponential distribution, S(i).
Assumption 4: Any node can independently vary its snooping-channel in an ad hoc network. Any transceiverpair can hold channel Ci (the receiver's snooping-channel) if and only if in the process of data communication. Suppose all packets can arrive at their destinations with sufficient channel resources; thus, when t→+∞, any packet unreachable probability P→0.
Assumption 5: Channel contentions occur in only the transmission of different nodes on a same channel. Let error(i) denote the event where node i is a invalidated node in the channel contention.
The first assumption is a state estimation model to describe changes in Multiple Rendezvous MAC protocols scenarios, such as topology changes, service-load changes and channel hopping. The second one is a model of multiple-hop packet collision. The third and fourth are a mathematical relationship between network states and collision events, which simplify and analyse the model, respectively. The fifth is one statistical method for channel contention, which will be used in the following discussion.
C. Average Invalidated Nodes Estimation
In this paper, NIDV (a value equal to 0 in non-collision ad-hoc networks but higher in low-performance networks) is used to estimate the upper bound of the average invalidated node number. The symbols used in this paper are given in Table. I.
To evaluate the impact of channel contentions, the probability of event ( )
should be considered, which is "(1)".
Obviously, the first expression of " (1)" also means the average number of invalidated nodes in an ad hoc network.
is a rather small value approaching zero, the performance will be closer to the non-collision status. Then, we define an estimated upper bound of ψ (Gt) to evaluate the probability of channel contentions. The smaller NIDV is, the lower the probability of channel-collisions.
Obviously, when node i tunes its snooping-channel to Cm, if Cm = CH(i), there must be a probability as described by formula (2) . 
P error i G i C P error i Listen i C G P error i Hit i C Listen i C G P error i Send i C Listen i C G P error i Rcv i C Listen i C G P error i Send i C Listen i C G P Send i
With Assumption 3 in Chapter 2.B, there are three condition probabilities, "(4)", " (5)" and " (6)", that can be assured.
;
By substituting "(6)" into "(3)", the equation can be simplified as follows: 
P error i Listen i C G P error i Send i C Listen i C G P Send i C Listen i C G P error i Rcv i C Listen i C G P Rcv i C Listen i C G
Given these formulas, it is obvious that "(3)" is equal to "(7)", and then (4)"-"(6)". 
P error i Listen i C G P error i Send i C Listen i C G P Send i C G P error i Rcv i C Listen i C G P Rcv i G
In "(7)", we can see
As a result, if the upper bounds of Suppose node i is an invalidated node in a channel contention. As described above, only four conditions can make error(i) true. Then, "(5)" and "(6)" can be described as " (8)". 
P error i Send i C Listen i C G and
Thus, the upper bound of ψ (Gt) can be estimated as (9)-(14). Obviously, ' ψ (Gt) in " (14)" is an estimated upper bound of the average number of invalidated nodes, which is called NIDV.
,
, 
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If we put "(9)"-"(12)" into "(3-1)", then 
D. Variable NIDV Estimation of Snooping-channel Changes
In "(14)", it is difficult to evaluate which channel is suitable to snoop because it is hard work for nodes to collect the statuses of all neighbours to calculate ' ψ (Gt).
Comparing ' ψ (Gt) and ' ψ (Gt(i,Cm)), Lemma 1 must be true, and the proof is as follows.
Lemma 1: Once a node varies its snooping-channel, the change of NIDV is only related to the status of its neighbours in a 2-hop range.
To clearly prove Lemma 1, all symbols used in the procedure are shown in Table II .
be a variance estimated value of node j, when node i tunes its snooping-channel to Cm in slot t. According to the assumption of channel contention, we can obtain "(15)". 
To simplify deduction, "(13)"
t estimatevalue i G can also be expressed as the sum of the following conditional probabilities in "(16)". 
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Then, putting "(16)" into Definition 2.4.1, we can find "(17)". ; 
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, as exposed problems omitted. 
Putting "(17)", "(18_X)", "(19_X)", and "(20_X)" into "(15)", we can obtain "(21)".
Then, for a given G t in slot t, "(21)" is only related to the status of DataK. In other words, using "(21)" to evaluate the best channel selected may be less overloaded than "(14)". Listen i C G Δ can be simplified as "(22)", which is only relevant to DataK'.
Thus, Lemma 1 has been proven.
III METHOD OF MCCE
According to Lemma 1, we illustrate MCCE in terms of two aspects. One is the evaluation equations of the channels, which find a suitable channel for nodes to snoop on, no matter how few channels or many channels exist in an ad hoc network. The other is the status exchange process of nodes such as Data-Tables held by nodes, the message structure exchanged among nodes and the changes in relative conditions.
A. Parameters of Channel Evaluation
In "(21)" and "(22)", there are many parameters required for the calculation of 
Listen i C G Δ
. These two equations are very sensitive to the topological changes, and thus it is difficult to exchange a sufficient number of messages for
To avoid these problems, we construct a background such that every node can correctively evaluate its sending probability and receiving probability and share these probabilities. Then, we reconstruct "(23)" and "(24)" for channel evaluation. 
If exposed problems can be avoided by MAC protocols, (
will be true. Whenever the topological structure and the traffic overload are unchanged, every channel choice given by the minimisation of "(23)" or "(24)" will decrease the channel contention probability of the whole network.
When positive, Param i C can be used to sort either free-channels or every channel to determine on which channel node i can snoop. As a result, if no idlechannel exists in the 2-hop range of a node, a certain channel is directed as the snooping-channel of the node to decrease the channel contention probability. On the other hand, if many idle-channels exist within a 2-hop range of a node, an exact free-channel is directed to be the snooping-channel of the node to improve the throughput and make it more similar to NP-complete non-collision channel assignment approaches. 
B. Exchange of the Statuses of Neighbours
To realise asynchronous exchange topological transformation and traffic overloads between nodes, we allowed every node to utilise a random period with an exponential distribution to share its snooping-channel. Thus, every node can evaluate its sending probability, receiving probability and traffic overload in the period and send messages to its neighbours to exchange the topological transformation and traffic overloads. The scheme of status exchange is described as follows:
1. The state update message contains When exposed problems are omitted, 2. After a few periods, every node may hold a subgraph of the network, such as G' or G". 
When exposed problems are omitted, 
3. In the initial state, node i randomly selects a channel Cm in Ch as its snooping-channel, and then it sends an initial state update message to its neighbours as and resort the freechannels by
, let CH(i)=C m , where
and resend a state update message to all neighbours within a 1-hop range.
7. During a snooping-channel period, if node i detects any topological change, a state update message must be resent to all neighbours after
8. During a snooping-channel period, if node i has detected no topological change and no change in its snooping-channel, a random number is used to determine whether to resend a state update message to its neighbours after
is recalculated.
C. Apply MCCE to Previous Multiple Rendezvous Protocols
For application to both the sender and receiver accesscontrol Multiple Rendezvous protocols, given the complexity of the information exchange and the effect of omitting explore terminal problems, MCCE can be divided by using In this study, two previous Multiple Rendezvous Mac protocols, MAXM and SSCH, were modified to assign snoop-channels by MCCE.
Based on MAXM, which is receiver access-controlled and can only send broadcast packets to neighbours one by one, a lone common channel is adopted to exchange state update messages. The channel is not used for any data packets.
Without changing any frame structure, each idle node is forced to snoop on the common channel in our receiver control protocol. Once a node wants to communicate with another, it must use ALOHA to send a special signal 'prepare Tone' on the lone common channel, while all nodes hearing the 'prepare Tone' will tune to their snooping-channel and send an "Idle Tone". At that time, the MAXM protocol will start. The frame structure of our receiver control is shown in Fig. 2 .
Based on SSCH, which is sender-access controlled and cannot receive broadcast packet longer than a channel shift slot time, two new details are adopted using only ' ( , ) m Param i C . One concerns the outgoing sequence. When MCCE must send state update messages, a broadcast packet will be inserted into the head of the outgoing sequence, and then any other packet from a higher layer protocol must be delayed. The other concerns the channel-shift. Because the snooping-channel is assigned by MCCE, our sender control protocol sets a new average period, which is 10 times larger than SSCH slots.
Therefore, there are two new protocols to analyse whether MCCE can improve the performance of Multiple Rendezvous MAC protocols in the following sections. We call receiver control protocol using 
IV SIMULATION

A. Environment of the Simulations
In this section, the Average Throughput (bits/sec) is used to evaluate the performance of channel assignments with Multiple Rendezvous MAC protocols. The average throughput is the data quality of successful receipt by the node per unit time. In the simulations, we set 100 nodes in an ad hoc scene of OPNET, whose highest connectivity degree is 16.
In scenario 1, a snooping-channel is randomly assigned to every node according to the MAXM protocol assumption, and then an "Idle Tone" signal is used for access control. We call this protocol MAXM_RAND. In scenario 2, a random number generator is used to assign (channel, seed) pairs for channel shifts such as SSCH, and then we use an "Idle Tone" for access control; we call this protocol MAXM_SSCH. In scenario 3, MAXM is modified as given in Chapter 3.C, and we call this protocol MAXM_MCCE. In scenario 4, a protocol similar to the MCMAC protocol is established, as every node selects a seed and generates a pseudorandom sequence to assign snooping channels for nodes. In scenario 5, a protocol similar to SSCH is established. In scenario 6, MCCE is used to assign channels, modifying SSCH as shown in Chapter 3.C. We call this protocol MCCE.
In all of the scenarios, the data set from a higher-layer obeys a Poisson distribution, and A λ is its average rate of package arrival. All data packet sizes obey an exponential distribution with S λ as its parameter. The control parameters are shown in Table III . Fig. 3-4 show how the throughput varied with changes in the parameters. Two phenomena are clear. One is that the performance of MCCE will never be lower than those of previous protocols. The other is that when the number of available channels is closer to the average node degree, the throughputs when applying MCCE improve and approach those of non-collision approaches. In Fig. 5-7 , the trends of packet-delay, retry count, and packet-drop-radio with the number of available channels are shown for a heavy traffic network. According to these figures, the following conclusions can be drawn: 1) When many available channels exist, such as when the number of available channels is near the average number of nodes within a 2-hop range, any MCCE channel assignments can make the throughput near that of non-collision approaches.
B. Simulation results
2) When the number of available channels is near the average number of nodes within a 1-hop range, the retrying count is effectively decreased while the data delay and the packet drop-radio do not change significantly. Thus, MCCE can improve the throughput by decreasing channel contentions. Previous 'similar fair' Multiple Rendezvous MAC protocols are available for many channels existing in an ad hoc network. All of these approaches can give any matched transceiver-pair a certain possibility to hold an idle-channel. However, no matter how many channels are prepared, they cannot avoid channel contentions. When the number of available channels is near the average node degree, the maximal throughputs may be much lower than those of non-collision approaches.
Around the average degree of nodes, MCCE can make the throughput near that of the non-collision approach because there are so many available channels. The simulation results confirm that methods that only use the status of neighbours within a 2-hop range to evaluate channel contentions are reliable.
